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F.R. Note No. 818~

April, 1sto.

COMiPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PRODUCING THE UNITED KINGDOJII FIRE STATISTICS
, - 1967 and 1968

by

S. E. Chandler

Introduc:tion

The fire reports: are classified into three main headings:-

except those fm (iii)
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Fires in buildings )

Fires; not in buildings )

Fire,s cronfined to grassland, railway embankments, stubole,

Slingle trees, refuse, derelict buildings and buildings

under demolition.

Each fire report is coded' onto a eard , and the cards are then transfe=ed

to magneti~ tape. The tables for the U.K. fire statistics are formed using

the magnetic tape.

Comsistency programs;

There is a consistency program for each of the three groups of fires. '

These programs chack the c:oding of all the items used in the annual tables,

l!lut not of any of the other items. Ca:r:dSJ rejected by the programs have the

brigade and call numbers printed out as wel1 as the error diagnosis. The'

cards that are accepted have their data printed onto magnetic tape. It is

IlSl!IUIIled that the 'In building' information will be on one magnetic tape

s;l;arting at block 1, and that the 'not in building' information will be on

another tape starting on block 1, and that for the 'Grassland; etc' on

another tape, agaim starting at block 1.

I!agnetia tape store (i) 'In buildings' and 'not in building fires'

An array AA [1:25, 1:2~ is used to transfer inf~rmation to magneti~

tape. That is there are 25 data aella per fire, and 20 fires are dealt

With simultaneously. 'The 'standard "write binary" and "read binary"

procedures; are use,if for s boz-age,



Fires which oc~rred in 1967 each have their information recorded as

folXows (eurrections for 1968 are ~lso shown).

(A) Magnetire tape"': array AA [ 1:25, 1:20J

Darl;a
<relr.

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Item

Brigacre

Call Number

Month X 1000 + Day of Month X 10

standard Industrial Classification

(This was stored as a 4 digit number in 1967·- in 1968 it was

stored' as a 5 digit number to allow for high number of sub-divisions

in S.I.C. 399 in the revised S.I.C. used in 1968. On the outdoor

fires:; & 4 digit number was stored in both years).

Sub-group (Building regulations)

Sub-oc<rupancy X1 00 + FloClr of origin

(The fires which were overpunched X on col. 24 were converted to

aub-oocupanny +. 100).

M"ethod of call

Discovery-to-calI

Time of call

.Call-to-arrival X 100 + Arrival-to-control

Day of return X 10000 + Time of return

Risk category

Basic fuel

Appliance or i~talIation

Material ignited first X 10 + further description

(In 1968 this was modified to:-

Material ignited first X 1000 + further description X 100 + further

information)

Date of conatruetaon

Woo of storeys X 10000 + Ground floor dimensions

Wallling material X 10000 + Frame X 1000 + Roof covering X 10 + Floor

construrlion

EEtent of fire X 10 * Contributory factor

Sprinklers X 10000 * Fixed installations installed X 100 + Fix:ed

instal1ations operated.

Method of extinction before arrival of fire brigade. (In 1967 this

was: stored as 1st digit X 10000 + 2nd digit: in 1968 this was

stored' as: 1st digit X 100 + 2nd digit).
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DattllC Item
c:elJl

22

23

24

25

Method of extinction by fire brigade

(In 1967 this was stored as 1st digit X 10000 -II- 2nd digit: in 1968

this was stored: as 1st digit X 100 + 2nd digit)

Specialist equipment

Resc:ues and escapes X 100 + non-fatal casualtieS' X 10 + FatlI1

casua'ltieS'

!'f~or pumping appliances X 10000 + Other fire-fighting appliances;

X 100 oft- No. of men

(In 1968 this was stored as:-

Major pumping applianceS' X·10000 + Other fire-fighting applianceS'

X 1000+ Special fire-fighting appliances X 100 -II- No. of men)·~

[
1

The record is terminated by a 500 on AA 1,Hl where H is any number

1-20. The program prints up the incomplete block (G) and the

number H followed by the statement "BfOCK AND NElrT FIRE".

When further cards are added, first the existing data is copied to

a new tape and the incomplete block read down - the first card of I/Il

new batch overwrites the 500 of the previous run. This is

achieved: by the use of a data tape specifying G and H as defined

above.

(B) Magnetic tape store - grassland, etc. (1967/8)

:Ilatli!' Item
erelJl

1 Brigade

2 Call Number

3 Day of Mbnth

4 Month

5 Hazard (single digi t)

6 Time of cal].

7 Fuel

8 Appliance or installation

9 Method of extinction before arrival of fire brigade

10 .Method of extinction by fire brigade

(The notes about items 21 and 22 on the previous list (A) apply

to items 9 and 10).
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The record is terminatel3' as for the fires "in buildings" and "not

in buildings", except that H lies between 1 and 50.

~ -
Pr0«Tams producing the U.K. fire statistics

. I ~ C i

Ideally there should be oD.A'·~progra.,m for each set of fires, but limitations

on computer space in the I.C.Lo 'lg05E machine at Building Research Station

makes this impossible. It is necessau-y to run four programs for the

"in buildings" fires, two for the "not in buildings" fires and one for the

"'grass. and heath, etc" fires. A full list of the programs is shown:-

1967 ~

Title Title

FC01 FC21

FC02 FC22

FC03 FC23

FC04 FC24

FC5C FC25

FC5T . FC2T

FC06 FC26

FC07 . FC27

FC08 FC28

FC09 FC29

Description

Consistency in buildings

Consistency - not in buildings

Uonsistency - grass and heath, ete

. In buildings - "one way' tables

In buildings - "tW.O W~" tables except hazard by time

and hazard by place of origin (in buildings)

Hazard by time and hazard by place of origin (in

buildings)

Casual'tY' tables and cause by place of ora.gan in dwellings.

Not in buildings - "one wayu tables (including casualties)

Not in buildings - "two way" tables

Grass and heath, etc

These programs perform the following operations:

(i) S.pa.ce all.acation: Matrices c.orresponding to the re~uired tables are set

up within the computer core store and .zeroisedo

(ii) Transformation routines: The original code for each iteni. represented

in the tables is transformed to a code corresponding to the number of

the row, or column in the tables relating to the item. An array

AT [1 :19J is used!. for the purpose of storing the new code for each

fire as it is readi, The items in AIr (1: 19Jthat are used in the tables

are shown belov:~

Brigade

Call number eM [2,H] used on "not in buildings" - used fOr

"Month" on FC27

Hazard (2 way classificatiom)

- used for "Method of Call" on FC20 and "Month" on re24
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Hazard (1 way clasaification)

- used for the special hazard classification in Hazard by.Brigade

table in FC20

Sub occupancy

Not used

Time of call

Source of ignition (a. way classificati on)

Source of ignition (1 waif classificati on)

Material ignited first

.Extent of fire (in buildings)

Sprinklers

Method of extinction

- used for extent of fire: (not in buildings) in FC28

Not use~

Non-fatal caaualties

Rat~ ca~ties

RegiQJl (i.eo England and. Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland) 

formed directly from AA ( 1,H1
Not usedi

Source of ignition - dwellings table.

s.i.milarly, an array AT l1 :81 is used in the compilation of the tables for

fires confined to grassland, heathland, etco The items in AT (1:8J are:-

Brigade

Call number

Month

Hazaird,

.·Time of call.

Source of ignition - check table

(This table is produced with a more detailed breakdown for

cause than Air [7] producea, This table is not published.

8.ource of ignition

.Method of extraQtion
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The fire records are·passed through section (ii)'and then added

as in (iii). Addition is completed when the 500 on AA [1 ;H] is read.

Addition routine

Each fire is added into the appropriate cells of each table by·

refe=ing to the information on AT (1:19J. In alltwo-way.tables,

each fire is added to the appropriate marginal totals and the grand

total. The reading of the 500 caueee the program to stop reading.

the magnetic. tape and start the printing operations•.

(iv) Printing

Rows limited to the size of page are printed out in turn; some

tables are therefore printed out in several parts. ~t this stage
.. ,_I. . .

marginal totaJ.s should be compared in case, the computer fails to

aceumuLat.e properly during either stllge (ii) or stage (iii). This is

to ensure that there. are no inconsistencies between tables.' It is.

recommended that a11 tableaare computed manually in at least one

direction, either horizontally or vertically.
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